UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE ANNUAL STUDENT ELECTION
1 – 5 SEPTEMBER 2014

NOMINATIONS (IN BALLOT PAPER ORDER)

President
Justin Chua (Melbourne United)
Ulya Niami Efrina Jamson (Left Action)
Michael Sabljak (Fresh)
Daniel Born (Liberal)
Rachel Withers (ignite)
Stephanie Kilpatrick (Stand Up!)
Mona Serrat (No Crime to Seek Asylum)
Jacoby Akehurst (Smokers’ Rights)

General Secretary
Hana Dalton (Stand Up!)
Daniel Born (Liberal)
Zoe Efron (None of the Above)
Annto Hassen (Melbourne United)
Jacoby Akehurst (Smokers’ Rights)
Charles Cartney (Fresh)
Patrick Dollard (Activate)
Sophia Liu (ignite)

Education (Academic Affairs) Officer
Jacoby Akehurst (Smokers’ Rights)
Shanley Price & Nellie Montague (Stand Up!)
Daniel Born (Liberal)
Iris Leong & Aza David Ye (Melbourne United)
Andrew O’Shea (Fresh)
Zoe Efron (None of the Above)
Liam Moloney & Patrick Wingrove (ignite)

Education (Public Affairs) Officer
Daniel Born (Liberal)
Rafael Tudehope (Fresh)
Jade Eckhaus & Ruby Healer (ignite)
Nathaniel Seddon-Smith & Conor Serong (Stand Up!)
Jacoby Akehurst (Smokers’ Rights)
Zoe Efron (None of the Above)
Jennifer Phiri & Colton Carner (Melbourne United)

Welfare Officer
Winn Ma & Sir Jieh Howe (Melbourne United)
Jacoby Akehurst (Smokers’ Rights)
Wang Gaoqin & Si Hua Angie Zhang (ignite)
Daniel Born (Liberal)
Zoe Efron (None of the Above)
James Bashford (Stand Up!)

Wom*n’s Officer
Zoe Efron (None of the Above)
Allison Ballantyne & Lucy Curtis (Stand Up!)
Hei Man (Natalie) Ma & Tashia Ratnayeke (Melbourne United)
Christine Abiad (Fresh)

Creative Arts Officer
Cassandra Kambouris & Deborah Wu (ignite)

Educations (Public Affairs) Officer
Bonnie Leigh-Dodds & Isabella Vadiveloo (Activate)
Sharada Vartak & Amy Forster (Melbourne United)
Christopher Uber
Zoe Efron (None of the Above)

Activities Officer
Deniz Tuncer & Samson Goh (Melbourne United)
James Baker & Hayden Michaelides (More Activities!)
Jesse Lambourn & Sarah-Lou Harris (Left Action)

Welfare Officer
Margarita Arboleda Henao (Melbourne United)
Lloyd Rouse & Andrea Bozic (Activate)
Sadia Schneider & Vashti Kenway (Left Action)

Environment Officer
Lauren Englefield & Daniel Sullivan (Activate)
A. Carolina Morales Cortes & Jonathan Li (Melbourne United)
Robert Narai (Left Action)
Zoe Efron (None of the Above)

Media Officers
Madeleine Cleeve Gerkens, Martin Ditmann, Lynley Eavis & Simon Farley (Independent Media)
Monisha Ramesh Sharma, Michelle Goyes, Chan Hiu Kiu & Wai Man (Raymond) Chan (Melbourne United)

Clubs & Societies Officer
Claire Pollock & Stephen Smith (More Activities!)
Steph Price (Left Action)
Azri Johuri & Brian Fu (Melbourne United)

Indigenous Officer
Tyson Holloway-Clarke
Provisionally elected unopposed

Disabilities Officer
Susannah Gordon & Sasha Chong (Activate)
Provisionally elected unopposed

Students’ Council General Representatives
Liberal
Daniel Born
ignite
Hoi Lam Ada Chan
Stephen Mitas
Jakob von der Lippe
Feifei Liao
Linden Denholm
Cassandra Lutzko
Zihao Wang
Ashlea Gilmore
Melbourne United
Glenn Davies
Nurhamisah Jamal
Alice-Ginevra Micheli
Kathy Nguyen
Chay Zhu En
Ee Wern Wong
Sharifa Tartoussi
Hugh Binks
Moemen Ahmad Chaouk
Salma Zarook
Khalid Elsaafien
Smokers’ Rights
Jacob Akehurst
Left Action
Lisa Vassiliadis
Audrey Whybrow
Anneke Demanuele
Jesse Lambourn
Lawrence Lim
Robert Narai
More Activities!
Itsi Weinstock
Karly Banks
Yasmine Luu
Marlo Zambelli
Tom Walker
Daphane Ng
Keit Loi
Nic Finger
Stand Up!
Steven Connolly
Vishaki Vijayakumar
Lachlan Gell
Destan Dikbas
Eleanor Ryan
Annalivia Carli Hannan
Jo Steinle
Michaelaen O’Donnell
Sarah Xia
Declan McGonigle
Fresh
Charles Gerrand
Toby Wooldridge
Michael Horner
Catherine Liew
Stop the War in Gaza
Mark Kettle
Independent Media
Danielle Bagnato
Sarah Layton
Gajan Thiyagararjah
Tegan Iversen
Duncan Willis
Nathan Fioritti
Students for Palestine

Jeremy Gibson
Change.
Jim Smith
Buy Back the Bar
Kara Hadgraft
F*ck Tony Abbott
Emma Dook
No Crime to Seek Asylum
Mona Serrat
Abigail Benham-Bannon
Hajira Saed
Katrina Dunn
Wong Guan Jie
Dylan Kay
Activate
Patrick Dollard
Kathryn Yan
Sam Templeton
Justine Rudock
Elsher Keir
Caroline Ridler

Queer Representative on Students’ Council
Kathryn Yan (Activate)
Sadia Schneider (Left Action)
Akira Boardman (ignite)
Jessica Gray (Stand Up!)
Dylan Pedersen (Fresh)

Indigenous Representative on Students’ Council
Amba-Rose Atkinson
Provisionally elected unopposed

International Representative on Students’ Council
Ernest Goujon (Stand Up!)
Sabrina Jingchang Zou (ignite)
Mohammad Reza Abbassi (Melbourne United)
Ulya Niami Efrina Jamson (Left Action)

Graduate Representative on Students’ Council
Thomas Whiteside (Stand Up!)
Ben Fourniotis (ignite)
Michael Scott (Fresh)
Robert Narai (Left Action)

Disabilities Representative on Students’ Council
Dorothy Meng (Activate)
Ezgi Bridger (ignite)

Activities Committee
Liberal
Daniel Born
More Activities!
Timmy Dunn
Marlo Zambelli
Liam Leyden
Edmund Kron
Dan Hanna
Fresh
Mark Presser
Ben Zerbe
Charles Gerrand

ignite
Chloe Ye
Smokers' Rights
Jacoby Akehurst
Melbourne United
Rachel Rodrigoe
Mehak Sheikh
Eddie Sam
William Wade
William Dai
Buy Back the Bar
Kara Hadgraft
Stand Up!
Clare McLeod
Michaela O'Donnell
Megan Pollock
Steven Connolly
Lisa Trinca
Lachlan Gell

Creative Arts Committee
Liberal
Daniel Born
Activate
Jess Evans
Alexander Thom
Clancy Moore
Kathryn White
Jai Leeworthy
Melbourne United
Roy Gong
ignite
Chris Weir
Xi Wang
Catriona Nguyen-Robertson
Yuhan Yin
Akira Boardman
Alex Edsor
Fresh
Michael Horner
Xavier Botta
Smokers' Rights
Jacoby Akehurst
More Activities!
Tom Fitzgerald
Stand Up!
Jasmine Schipp
Jarrod Allen
Anthony Kuiper
Shaw Faewynn
Rosie Balcomb

Disabilities Committee
Activate
Jess Evans
Alston Chu
Lauren Taylor
Jessica Keeffe

Caroline Ridler
Claudia Yandle
ignite
Ezgi Bridger
Fraser Jones
Stand Up!
Adriana Mells
Jarrod Allen
Adam Papley
Vishaki Vijayakumar
Jo Steinle

Education Committee
Melbourne United
Eugene Wong
Chay Zhu En
Hao Kuan Liu
Murong Wang
Buy Back the Bar
Kara Hadgraft
Smokers' Rights
Jacoby Akehurst
Liberal
Daniel Born
Fresh
Luke Corcoran
Brendan Tam
Catherine Liew
Lachlan McLean
Stand Up!
Dominic Cernaz
Alex Fielden
Tess Grimmond
Yan Zhuang
Destan Dikbas
Chris Brack
ignite
Paul Sakkal
Simon Frankland
Alexia Tassios
Linden Denholm
Alex Edsor
Monika Grierson
Left Action
Anneke Demanuele
Lawrence Lim
Audrey Whybrow
Kim Doyle
Lia Vassiladis
Stop the War in Gaza
Mark Kettle

Environment Committee
Smokers' Rights
Jacoby Akehurst
Stand Up!
Adam Papley
Courtney Colclough
Savannah Shukla
Marlee Zirkler
Stephanie Met
Jasmine Schipp
Melbourne United
Amani Zayegh
Fresh
Alexander Arase
Lachlan McLean
Michael Horner
Ben Zerbe
Liberal
Daniel Born
Activate
Justine Rudock
Joscelyn Wynter
Deborah Peake
Blossom Ah Ket
Jackson Gable
Alex Mraz
Ignite
Thomas Mudie
Yuwei (Annie) Zhang
Yuhan Yin
Zitong (Tony) Gao
Mei (Tiffany) Yan
Junda Fang

Indigenous Committee
Robert Lean
Eloise Bentley
Amba-Rose Atkinson
Alara May
All provisionally elected unopposed

Queer Committee
Ignite
Daniel Beratis
Alex Edsor
Akira Boardman
Chris Weir
Dudu Yang
Samuel Donnelly
Activate
Asiel Yair Adan Sanchez
Alston Chu
Kathryn Yan
Rebecca Rudd
Josh Pratt
Tobias Gustavsson
Stand Up!
Rebecca Duke
Lindsey Motteram
Ryan Mitchell
Declan Shaw
Shaw Faewynn

Welfare Committee
Stand Up!
David Coates
Tess Grimmond

Adam Wojcik
Sarah Xia
Jeremy Metha
Buy Back the Bar
Kara Hadgraft
Liberal
Daniel Born
Fresh
Nicholas Fulton
Marcus Sultani
Corey Mathrick
Ignite
Keefe Wong
Sophie Sun
Stephen Mitas
Yun Xiong
Zaky Aris
Thomas Mudie
Melbourne United
Murong Wang
Zi Qiong Neoh
Mehak Sheikh
More Activities!
Rebekah Drake

Wom*n’s Committee
Stand Up!
Yan Zhuang
Adriana Mells
Clare McLeod
Peggy Gusah
Rosie Balcomb
Courtney Colclough
Fresh
Stephanie Trajcevska
Catherine Liew
Alexandra Murrell
Grace Middleton
Melbourne United
Zi Qiong Neoh
Rachel Rodrigoe
Carone Nkhonjera
Murong Wang
Ignite
Ashlea Gilmore
Taylor Mitas
Mei (Tiffany) Yan
Monika Grierson
Alex Edsor
Dudu Yang
Activate
Mihika Upadhyaya
Kathryn Yan
Dorothy Meng
Cara Greenham Hancock
Blossom Ah Ket
Jenny Huang

Campus Co-ordinator, Burnley Student Department
NO NOMINATIONS RECEIVED
Burnley Students Department Committee
NO NOMINATIONS RECEIVED

Campus Co-ordinator, Victorian College of the Arts
Van Rudd (Left Action)
Nicola Nemic (More Activities!)

Campaigns Co-ordinator, Victorian College of the Arts
James Crafti (Left Action)
Provisionally elected unopposed

Activities & Events Co-ordinator, Victorian College of the Arts
Alex Edsor (ignite)
Provisionally elected unopposed

Victorian College of the Arts Department Committee
Left Action
Nicholas Kryiacou
Sam Bennett
Melanie Lazarow
Van Rudd
James Crafti
More Activities!
Hannah Samuel
Georgia Symons
Georgina Harriss
Christabel Taylor-Brown
Marie Kelly
Activate
Quinn Hogan

University Council Fellow
Declan McGonigle (Stand Up!)
Dominic Raff (Fresh)
Christopher Uber
Naren Rajan (Melbourne United)
Patrick Clearwater (More Activities!)

MU Student Union Ltd. Board
Steven Connolly (Stand Up!)
Fayyad El Wazni (Melbourne United)
Kara Hadgraft (Buy Back the Bar)
Jim Smith (Change.)
Lennard Iosif (Fresh)
Stephen Smith (More Activities!)

National Union of Students Delegates
ignite
Samuel Donnelly
Cynthia Li
Sophia Liu
Feifei Liao
Ezgi Bridger
Fiona Pu
More Activities!
Rebekah Drake
Students for Palestine
Jeremy Gibson
Stand Up!
Lloyd Rouse
Ella Fabry
James Bashford
Stephanie Kilpatrick
Declan McGonigle
Hana Dalton
Left Action
Jade Eckhaus
Lia Vassil epidis
Lawrence Lim
Vashti Kenway
Audrey Whybrow
Anneke Demanuele
F*ck Tony Abbott
Emma Dook
Stop the War in Gaza
Mark Kettle
Melbourne United
Sannan Ijaz
Vaishnari Behara
Nahyan Faroq
James Pyta
Ken Lok
Mian Nouman Talat
Buy Back the Bar
Kara Hadgraft

Change.
Jim Smith

Queer Committee By-Election
NO NOMINATIONS RECEIVED

Jaimie Adam
Above Quota Elections Pty Ltd
Returning Officer

12 August 2014